
AIRLINE ALLIANCES

An airline alliance is an aviation industry arrangement between two or more airlines agreeing to cooperate on a
substantial level. Alliances may provide.

Other alliances would struggle for years to overcome the transnational barriers and lack of antitrust immunity,
and still do so. The alliance also lacks significant coverage in Africa. But, accruing miles into an American
Airlines account will likely be better for most travel itineraries involving long-haul flights. Also, when airlines
join together to set schedules and fares and jointly market themselves, it tends to stifle competition, which can
ultimately lead to higher prices. Thus, you can check in at the Business Class counter, get priority luggage
tags, getting emergency exit row seats assigned to you and priority boarding of the aircraft. The award chart is
fixed by zones and the taxes and fees are much more palatable. Like this post? Normally landing rights are
granted for a fixed number of flights per week to a fixed destination. American is also in the same alliance as
British Airways. Just like the airline you choose, the alliance you marry into is an increasingly important
factor that can affect your airport experience, your ability to upgrade, your ability to earn treasured airline elite
status, the ease with which you earn or burn frequent flyer miles, the price you pay for your tickets â€” and
even where you take your hard-earned vacations. The most important airline alliance lesson is to remember
your airline miles cannot be transferred from one airline to another. Simply add your AAdvantage number to
your Finnair reservation or ask an agent to add it for you at the airport. And round-the-world tickets can be
bought far more easily, and cost a lot less, as the alliances work together to formulate an overall offer that
takes passengers from the palms of the east Pacific to the ice-clad peaks of Patagonia â€” or wherever else you
may wish to go. There are plenty of ins and outs to learn when it comes to redeeming your miles and
maximizing value with airline alliances and partners. Airline alliances may also create disadvantages for the
traveler, such as: Higher prices when competition is erased on a certain route. Many alliances started as only
codeshare networks. How does this apply to me? Flight times are therefore reduced, and â€” with operational
costs more streamlined â€” ticket prices lowered though of course alliances can also lead to a loss of
competition on some routes and so occasionally have the opposite effect. Later on, you can use your United
miles to book an award flight on United or their alliance partners, including Air Canada. By Chris McGinnis 1
December One of the first steps in the journey toward true frequent-flyer-dom is choosing one or two airline
frequent flyer programmes and remaining loyal to them to earn miles and enjoy the resulting perks, such as
upgrades or access to shorter lines.


